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E
lectrical biosensors provide an attrac-
tive alternative in gathering informa-
tion from biological samples through

electrical signals. Therehavebeenanumberof
approaches to achieve the electrical sensor
based on various nanomaterials such as the
single-walled (SW) carbon nanotube (CNT),
multi-walled (MW) CNT, and silicon nanowire
(SiNW) for DNA or other biomolecular detec-
tion.1�10 Among them, theCNT-based sensors
have been considered to be the most promis-
ing candidate for label-free detection of bio-
molecules due to their high sensitivity, small
size, highmechanical strength, and stability in
harsh chemical environments1�8 when com-
pared to the biosensors adopting other mate-
rials such as SiNW sensors.9,10 However,
despite great advances in the field of nano-
structure materials and devices, there has
been minimal impact on the application and
commercialization of biosensors based on the
electrical sensing. Key factors impeding the
applications of the technology are difficulties
in having reliable and sensitive platforms and
difficulties in integrating the sensor to the
signal processing CMOS chip, which are ne-
cessary to compete with the well-established
conventional optical chip technology. For in-
stance, the CNT-based sensor approaches re-
quire high-temperature processes to grow the
CNTs and to remove unwanted metal cata-
lysts. Also, in case of the SiNW-based sensors,
etching of the unwanted silicon area and sur-
face treatment of silicon require complicated
and high-temperature processes, which make
the integration to the CMOS chip difficult.
Wepropose a sensor array platform, [CGi],

a gold (Au) island-coated SWCNT network
as an electrical channel connecting two Au
electrodes having the concentric structure
(Scheme 1 and Figure 1) to overcome the
above fabricationproblems of CNT- and SiNW-

based sensors especially in integration to the
CMOS chips.11 We briefly summarize two sali-
ent features of the sensor platform due to the
concentric electrode structures. First, an addi-
tional reference electrode is not needed to
stabilize the solution electrostatic potential
because the electrostatic potential of the solu-
tion is determined by the potential applied to
the enclosed electrodewhich has much larger
area. Furthermore, the asymmetrical nature of
this biasing system provides more flexible
biasing options, showing higher sensitivity
results from the “self-gating effect” created
by the concentric electrode structure. This
self-gating phenomenon has been recently
published by our group.12,13 Second, the
[CGi] channel consisting of the SWCNT net-
work and Au nanoislands between the elec-
trodes can be fabricated by SWCNT dip-
coating and physical evaporation of Au, re-
spectively. Thanks to the concentric electrode
structure, as shown in Scheme 1 and Figure 1,
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ABSTRACT A novel electrical DNA biosensor is presented, which consists of gold (Au) nanoscale islands

and a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) network on top of a concentric Au electrode array (also

referred to as the CGi). The decorated Au islands on the SWCNT network provide ideal docking sites for ss-DNA

probe (p-DNA) molecules. They also provide better adhesion between the SWCNT network and the chip

substrate. In addition, the concentric electrode gives asymmetric current voltage characteristics in the solution

and provides more flexible bias options to the electrodes. The sensor system is applied to a DNA sensor after

functionalization with a 25mer p-DNA (50-HSC6-C18-GCCATTCTCACCGGATTCAGTCGTC-30), hereafter called the

[CGiþp-DNA]. The response of the DNA sensor has beenmeasured in both real-time during hybridizationwith

the complementary target ss-DNAs (t-DNA) and the static mode after the hybridization and washing steps. A

wide dynamic range from the 100 fM to 1 μM has been achieved from the real-time mode and the static

mode. Moreover, it is shown that the sensor system differentiates partially mismatched (single nucleotide

polymorphism (SNP), half mismatch, noncomplementary) t-DNA, as well. The [CGi] sensor platform can be

easily extended to target specific biological recognition elements such as aptamers or proteins.

KEYWORDS: single-walled carbon nanotube . CNT FET . electrical biosensor . DNA
sensor . gold islands . SNP . dynamic range . random network
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unwanted CNTs coated on the enclosing electrode do
not have to be removed because the enclosing elec-
trode effectively shields the interference from the
neighbor channel device. The two features make the
integration of the channel to the CMOS chip having the
signal processing circuits easy and reliable. The deco-
rated Au nanoparticles on the SWCNT network can be
used as a substrate or a linker for biomolecular sensor
application by attaching probe molecules with thiol
functional groups. They also provide better adhesion
between the SWCNT network and the chip substrate.
In this paper, we applied our sensor platform to

the DNA sensing and report the sensitivity, specificity,
and stability measurements. When the target ss-DNA
(t-DNA) molecules are applied to the [CGiþp-DNA]
sensor, hybridization occurs on both the source/drain
electrode and the Au islands. The hybridization events
modify the Au work function in the electrode�SWCNT
region and the Au islands in the channel region,
increasing the contact resistance and channel resis-
tance, respectively. The response of the sensor system
to the target DNAs was monitored both by the real-
time mode and by the static mode. In the static mode,
the measurement has been conducted in an ideal
deionized water condition after hybridization and

washing steps. The results demonstrate that label-free
detection of t-DNA down to the 100 fM range with
wide dynamic range is possible from both measure-
mentmodes. This techniquewith such a wide dynamic
range of real-time electrical measurements and the
static mode has not been previously demonstrated to
the best of our knowledge.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characteristics of the [CGi]. The [CGi] device was con-
structed by decorating the SWCNT network with Au
nanoparticles on top of an array of the concentric Au
electrodes. The Au particles were deposited to enhance
the attachment of the SWCNT network to the electrodes
and to provide a docking place for the probe molecules.
TheFE-SEManalysis showed that theSWCNTnetworkwas
distributed randomly on the oxide substrate, and Au
particles around 3 nm in diameter were randomly dis-
tributed on the SWCNT network as well as the underlying
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) layer, forming networked
resistors between electrodes (Figure 2). The measured
resistances of the Au decorated devices ([CGi], average:
∼1.0 KΩ) were reduced by half compared to that of the

Figure 1. Concentric structures of the chip. The distance
between the central and surrounding electrode is 17 μm.

Scheme 1. Schematic diagram of the chip structure including an array of the concentric electrode and DNA sensing of [CGi]
platform.

Figure 2. FE-SEM image of the channel area (TEOS layer) of
the [CGi] system. The SWCNT network decorated with Au
nanoparticles is integrated between the electrodes. They
are randomly distributed on the oxide substrate to form a
channel. The white dots indicate Au islands, which are the
docking places for the p-DNA molecules.
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bare SWCNT network devices ([CNN], average:∼2.0 KΩ).
The stability of [CGi] was better than the bare [CNN]
system because the Au islands were attached not only to
the SWCNT network but also to the substrate, thereby
strengthening the attachment force between the SWCNT
network and the SiO2 substrate. Without the Au islands,
the SWCNT network is stacked on the substrate by weak
van der Waals forces and easily detached by mechanical
stress during field operation of the chip. [CGi] showed
stable electrical characteristics compared to [CNN] as
follows: (i) 12 [CGi] samples have been exposed to air
for 2 days, and the change of the resistance has been
observed. It has been found that initial resistance (R) of
721( 45Ω has been changed to R of 738( 48 KΩ after
2 days. In comparison, the CNN samples showed the
change in the distribution of the resistance from 2.11 (
0.55 to 3.39( 2.60 KΩ after 1 day and R of 3.89( 2.96 KΩ
after 6 days. (ii) After applying a constant voltage (�0.3 V),
to two samples for 1800 s, the currents were changed
from �432 to �428 μA and from �417 to �413 μA,
whereas the [CNN] samples changed from�145 to�147
μA and from �248 to �257 μA (Figure S1 in Supporting
Information). Moreover, the nonspecific binding between
SWCNTs and the biomolecules can be avoided by the Au
islands. This is because the gapbetweenAunanoparticles
is so narrow (∼10nm) that unwantedmolecules have less
chance of touching the SWCNT network.

The [CGi] was functionalized with a thiolated 25mer
p-DNA molecule via the Au�S bond. The thiol groups
in the p-DNAswere linked to the Au islands (Scheme 1).
Real-time current measurements of the p-DNA immo-
bilization are shown in Figure 3a (for further details,
see Figure S2a in the Supporting Information). The
change in current after the immobilization of 1200 s,
ΔIp-DNA/ITE, was �34%. The immobilized p-DNA sam-
ple, [CGiþp-DNA], was washed with TE buffer and
deionized water followed by a drying process with
N2. The current of [CGiþp-DNA] after immobilization
and wash-and-dry process showed a decrease in cur-
rent by ∼40% from the pristine [CGi] in the air
(Figure 3a). We then applied buffer solutions for the
t-DNA sensing experiment and monitored the change
in current. Eight samples of [CGiþp-DNA] with the
resistance distribution of 1.31 ( 0.28 KΩ decreased
the current levels after applying TE buffer. It is en-
couraging to notice that the rate of the current de-
crease is tightly distributed regardless of the initial
distribution of the sample, 1.315 ( 0.395 KΩ; after
400 s, ΔITE/Iair was �68.6 ( 2.8%; after 800 s, ΔITE/Iair
was �73.0 ( 1.4%; and after 1200 s, ΔITE/Iair was
�74.6 ( 1.1% (Figure S2b in Supporting Information
and Figure 3a). Also, addition of human serum to two
samples of [CGiþp-DNA] with an average R of 1.43 (
0.09 KΩ resulted in a current change with the same
ratio (after 400 s,ΔITE/Iair was�61.9( 0.8%; after 800 s,
ΔITE/Iair was �64.9 ( 0.2%; after 1200 s, ΔITE/Iair was
�66.4 ( 0.1%) in the air (Figure 5a).

Real-Time Electrical Measurement in TE Buffer. The [CGiþ
p-DNA] devices have been used to detect the concentra-
tions of target analytes consisting of matched and mis-
matched t-DNAs. In Figure 3b, the real-time responses of
the [CGiþp-DNA] devices to the mismatched t-DNAs
(SNP, half mismatch, noncomplementary) with a fixed
concentration of 33 μM at �0.3 V are shown, and the
specificity determined at þ0.3 V is shown in Figure S4
(Supporting Information). When a t-DNA droplet was
introduced, the electrical current rapidly decreased. In
contrast, upon addition of the TE buffer without t-DNA as
a control, the devices showed a slight decrease in the
current. The ratios of the current decreases of the non-
complementary t-DNA and half matched t-DNA, com-
pared to that of the complementary t-DNA, are about a
∼53 and∼84% decrease, respectively. The salient differ-
ences in the sensitivity between the complementary and
SNP t-DNA can be explained by two factors. The binding
affinity is larger in the case of complementary t-DNA
compared with that of the SNP t-DNA, so that total
hybridized events are large in number for the comple-
mentary t-DNA case. At the same time, the melting
temperatures (Tm) of the hybridized DNAs, which are
not much different for two cases of the hybridization in
the analytes, tend to decrease to room temperature in
the surface binding events such as with the gold
particles.14 Difference in the kinetic parameters15,16 and
the reduction of themelting temperature of the SNP and
half matched t-DNAs contribute to the differentiation
from the t-DNA samples. Shown in Figure 3c is the
different response of the sensors to complementary or
noncomplementary t-DNAs with two different concen-
trations, 3.3 and 33 μM. Another set of experiments was
conducted to determine the sensitivity of [CGiþp-DNA]
by sequential t-DNA injections with increasing 10 times
of the t-DNA concentration from 2 fM (Figure 3d,e).
As expected, the sensitivity of [CGiþp-DNA], ΔIt-DNA/
Ip-DNA (%), increased as the concentration of the com-
plementary t-DNA increased. Moreover, the sensor de-
vice showed sensitivity for a wide range of t-DNA
concentration (100 fM to 1μM)with the limit of detection
(LOD) of about 100 fM. The device current wasmeasured
by the constant voltage mode at�0.3 V (Figure 3d) and
þ0.3 V (Figure 3e). The experimental device (t-DNA) and
the control device (TE buffer) were measured simulta-
neously to avoid variations among the sample devices
and the experimental environments. Because the t-DNAs
from previous experiments were not removed for the
next experiment, the measured curves show a continu-
ously increasing or decreasing trend depending on the
applied voltage (Figure 3d,e). However, since the t-DNA is
added right after the start of the electrical measurement
(power on), the measured curves for each concentration
show transient responses in the early stage. It can be
observed that the response time is relatively uniform for
different concentration and shorter than the time ex-
pected by the Langmuir type adsorption theory. We
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presume that the short time constant partly stems from
the limited volume of a droplet used in our experiment.
When a limited volume droplet size is used, the t-DNA
concentration reduces as the t-DNA is adsorbed because
the t-DNA number should be conserved. We have per-
formed a simulation to see the effects of the droplet size
and t-DNA concentration as shown in the Figure S6
(Supporting Information). It was found that the time
constant for the droplet size of 80 μL is much shorter
(about 10 times) than the time constant for the droplet of
infinite size. Also, the simulated time response of the
adsorption for different concentration of t-DNA is shown
in the Figure S7 (Supporting Information). It should be
noted that the responses are almost identical for the
concentrations less than 10 nM, while the response time
becomes shorter as the concentration becomes higher. It
is interesting to see that the total number of t-DNA in the
10 nM droplet is almost the same as the total number of
p-DNA in the surface. The responses of the noncomple-
mentary t-DNA were compared with those of the com-
plementary t-DNA in Figure 3e. The saturated currents of
the noncomplementary t-DNA approach those of the
control buffer for concentrations of t-DNA less than 20
pM, implying that the nonspecific binding effect is almost
negligible for t-DNA under 20 pM. On the other hand, the

responses of the noncomplementary t-DNA higher than
20 pM are slower and do not approach the saturation
currents of the control buffer. From the observation, we
can guess that, when the noncomplementary t-DNA
concentration exceeds some concentration, the influence
of the nonspecific binding cannot be ignored even
though the response is smaller than that of the comple-
mentary t-DNA. So, there is a necessity to do a washing
process to determine how much nonspecific binding is
involved for this measurement.

Figure 4a summarizes the sensitivity data versus

t-DNA concentration measured for two different ap-
plied biases: �0.3 V and þ0.3 V. A slight better sensi-
tivity is obtained for the bias of þ0.3 V and can be
explained by the different device operation modes
caused by the asymmetrically shaped electrodes.12 It is
interesting to see that the dynamic range is the 7 orders
of concentration, from 100 fM to 1 μM, with the LOD of
∼100 fM. Considering that the total number of t-DNA
molecules in the droplet is on the order of ∼5 � 106 for
the caseof 100 fM, it is striking to see the sensitivity in such
a low concentration. In order to observe the sensing
behavior of the [CGiþp-DNA] in a more realistic environ-
ment, similar experiments have been performed in serum
(Figure 5). As the control experiment, the serum solution

Figure 3. (a) Real-time response of the [CGiþp-DNA] device after applyingTEbuffer, p-DNA for immobilization, TE buffer after
wash-and-dry process, and t-DNA for hybridization. Real-time response to different t-DNA samples of (b) 33 μMand (c) 3.3 μM
and 33 μM to check the specificity. Real-time response after a sequence application of t-DNAs by increasing the concentration
by 10 times. The current wasmeasured by a constant voltagemode at�0.3 V (d) andþ0.3 V (e). The response to the TE buffer
only without t-DNA is also monitored as a control. C, complementary; NC, noncomplementary; MM, mismatch; SNP, single
nucleotide polymorphism.
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without t-DNA has been applied. As shown in Figure 5b,
there is not much difference in slope between the serum
and theTEbuffer condition.Once theTEdroplet including
the t-DNA is applied to the solution, the sensor shows the
time response as the t-DNA reaches the surface-bound
p-DNAwith the specific diffusivity and hybridizeswith the
p-DNA following the specific hybridization kinetics. Com-
pared with the case of the TE buffer solution, the serum
solution showsmuch slower response time. Theremaybe
two reasons; one is due to the lower diffusion constant of
the t-DNA in the serum solution asmuch as the half17 and
the other may be the contribution of the nonspecific
adsorption of various kinds of protein contained in the
serum.18 Accordingly, the specific DNA hybridization

kinetics in serum may be reduced to slow down the
response time.

Measurements after the Washing Step. In addition to the
time measurements, electrical measurements (sweep
mode, �0.3 V ∼ þ0.3 V) were also performed after
overnight hybridization and washing process. In this
case, the electrical measurements can be conducted in
ideal solution environments, deionized water at room
temperature. Hereafter, the measurement will be called
the “static” measurement. Figure 4b and Figure S5
(Supporting Information) show the sensitivity for a wide
range of concentrations of the complementary t-DNA.
More sensitive values (sensitivity = ΔIt-DNA/Ip-DNA, %) are
obtained compared with the real-time measurements
explained above. It is attributed to the removal of non-
specific bindingof the t-DNAduring thewashing stepand
the mitigation of the charge screening effect. In addition,
the modulation of the Au work function due to the DNA
hybridization gives more effective channel conductance
reduction in the deionized water. More detailed explana-
tion for the sensing mechanism will be found in the next
section. Figure S5b (Supporting Information) shows the
specificity of the [CGiþp-DNA] sensor devices among
complementary, half mismatch, and the SNP t-DNA after
the washing step at �0.3 V and þ0.3 V.

Sensing Mechanism. It is known that DNA immobiliza-
tion and hybridization onAu electrodes result in a change
in the Au work function locally. In recent reports, the
sensing mechanisms of the DNA sensors based on CNTs
have been explained by the modulation of the current
due to a shift in the energy alignment between the Au
contact and CNT.19�23 In our sensor device, the DNA
immobilization and hybridization occur both on the Au
islands and the source/drain electrodes. The DNA immo-
bilization of p-DNA and hybridization with t-DNA on the
Au electrode reduce the Au work function and increase
the Schottky barrier, increasing the contact resistance as
schematically shown in Figure 6. On the other hand, the
hybridization on the Au island reduces the channel
conductance due to hole carrier depletion around the
Au island. Consequently, DNA hybridization on both the
electrode contact and the Au islands in the channel area
contributes to the reduction of the overall conductance.

For the reason of sensitivity for a wide range of
target concentrations, we may refer the reports on the
relation between the dynamic range and the complexity
of the nanostructuring.24,25 Since our devices have the Au
nanoparticles with various sizes determined by the ran-
dom level of agglomeration during Au deposition, as
shown in the SEM picture in Figure S8 (Supporting
Information) and Figure 2, the wide dynamic range
obtained in the [CGi] device can be explained in a
similar manner. If we assume that the amount of
change in the work function of the Au islands is
related to the size of the Au particles on the SWCNT
for each t-DNA hybridization and there is a differ-
ence in the number of attached p-DNAs according

Figure 4. Sensitivity of the [CGiþp-DNA] as the function of
t-DNA concentration for two different measurement con-
ditions. (a) Real-time measurements conducted at ∼400 s
after application of t-DNAs in the TE buffer solution. The
response to the TE buffer only without t-DNA is also
monitored as a control. The sensitivity is defined as the
difference in the normalized current with and without the
t-DNA hybridization (sensitivity = (ΔIt-DNA�ΔITE)/Ip-DNA, %).
(b) Sensitivity of measurements conducted after overnight
hybridization and washing process in the deionized water.
The sensitivity is determinedby the difference in the current
before and after the t-DNA hybridization without control
devices (sensitivity = ΔIt-DNA/Ip-DNA, %).
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to the size of Au particles, the smaller particles can give
a carrier depletion effect to CNT even at very low t-DNA
concentrations while the larger particles tend to re-
spond only when the majority of the p-DNAs are
hybridized with the t-DNAs. In this way, the sensor
can respond to a wide range of target DNA concentra-
tion. We are planning experiments with different sized
Au particles to further verify themodel as a future study.

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a sensor platform based on the
[CGi] for label-free DNA detection and shown that the
device shows a wide dynamic range with a 7 order
dynamic range. With the [CGiþp-DNA] device immo-
bilized with a 25mer p-DNA, we have conducted two
experiments; real-timemeasurement during the hybri-
dization events and the more ideal measurement after
the hybridization andwashing steps. Both experiments
show a high binding affinity with the complementary
t-DNA targets from 100 fM to 1 μM range. In addition, a
reasonable specificity between complementary and
noncomplementary t-DNAs has been observed at very
small concentrations of t-DNA even in the real-time
measurement. The sensor platformmay be used to the
label-free detection of the unknown DNA samples in
real-time and expanded to detection of other biomo-
lecules, such as protein.

METHODS

Materials. All chemicals and solvents used in these experi-
ments were of reagent grade and used without further

purification. The HPLC grade single-stranded DNA samples

were purchased from Bioneer (Korea). The details are shown

in Table 1. The purification and coating of the SWCNT (ASP-100F

Figure 5. (a) Real-time response of the [CGiþp-DNA] device after adding TE buffer and human serum. The current level is
normalized to the current measured in the air. (b) Real-time response after applying TE droplets including complementary
t-DNAs to the [CGiþp-DNA] devices in TE buffer and human serum solutions at �0.3 V. TE-only droplets are also applied as
control. Complementary t-DNA solution (33 μM, 8 μL) and TE buffer (8 μL) were added to 15 μL of TE buffer (black and orange)
and to 15 μL of human serum (gray and brown), respectively.

Figure 6. Schematics and corresponding energy band diagrams of the [CGi] system. The work function of Au is decreased by
DNA. (a) Bare [CGi]: hole carriers are accumulated by the Au nanoparticles (work function of Au = 5.1 eV, work function of
SWCNT=∼5.0 eV). (b) After immobilization of p-DNA: as the probeDNA is immobilized, the Schottky barrier increases and the
hole carriers are depleted. (c) Hybridization of t-DNA: after the hybridization, the electrical conductance in the contact and the
channel area decreases due to the reduction of Au work function.

TABLE 1. DNA Sequences Used in the Experiments

ss-DNA sequences

probe 50-HSC6-C18-GCCATTCTCACCGGATTCAGTCGTC-30

target complementary 30-CGGTAAGAGTGGCCTAAGTCAGCAG-50

target SNP 30-CGGTAAGAGTGGGCTAAGTCAGCAG-50

target half mismatch 30-CGGTAAGAGTGGGGATTCAGTCGTC-50

target noncomplementary 30-GCCATTCTCACCGGATTCAGTCGTC-50
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produced by Il-jin Nanotech, Korea) were done according to the
previously reported procedures.11,26 By boiling the SWCNTs
in HNO3, contaminants were removed, and functional groups
such as carboxylic acid, hydroxyl, and carbonyl groups were
intentionally formed at the surfaces of the SWCNTs. This
induced a good dispersion in the coating solvent and adhesion
on the hydrophilic thick TEOS layer. Afterward, to make the
SWCNT coating solution, the SWCNTs were dispersed in 1,
2-dichlorobenzene with a concentration of 0.10 mg/mL, and
ultrasonication was performed for 20 h. The surface morphol-
ogy of the sample was evaluated with an optical microscope
and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM).

Preparation of the [CGiþp-DNA] Samples. The test chips having a
concentric electrode structure (Figure 1) were fabricated at the
Interuniversity Semiconductor Research Center (ISRC) of Seoul
National University using a two-metal process which consisted
of aluminum as the first metal and Au as the secondmetal. On a
thermally oxidized Si wafer, the firstmetal routing patternswere
formedusingconventional lithographyandetchingprocesses.11,13

Afterward, a 10000 Å thick TEOS oxide filmwas deposited and via
contacts were formed. The substrate was evaporated and pat-
terned to form a 4000 Å concentric Au electrode using the lift-off
method.

Using the SWCNT coating solution, the chips were coated
with the SWCNT layer by dipping for 30 s and withdrawing at a
velocity of 3 mm/min. Thereafter, 1 nm thick Au nanoparticles
were deposited on the SWCNT network using a thermal
evaporator, which resulted in the formation of a random
sized Au particle layer on the SWCNT network by annealing at
300 �C for 30 min.

To immobilize the p-DNA molecules for sensing of specific
target molecules, bare [CGi] samples were immersed in 100 μM
(10 μL) of p-DNA solution (Tris-EDTA buffer, pH 7.6) for 12 h at
room temperature and rinsed several times with TE buffer and
deionized water.

Real-Time Electrical Measurements for t-DNA Sensing. The device
current was measured at a constant voltage of�0.3 V orþ0.3 V
between the central electrode and grounded surrounding
electrode in TE buffer solution. The equipment we used for
the measurements was Agilent 4145B. Because of the restric-
tions imposed by the measuring equipment, a limited number
of data points could only be collected, and power had to be
newly applied for each and every measurement. Every mea-
surement was done in a time period less than 400 s after the
t-DNA was introduced. Figures 3 and 5 show noncontinuous
curves even though there was no time delay after each mea-
surement. The sensitivity and specificity were measured in real-
time at room temperature after adding the target analytes in TE
buffer solution without using any washing step, varying the
t-DNA concentration and species. To evaluate the measured
results more accurately, other control electrodes were also
measured simultaneously without any t-DNA in the sample
using the same chip.

Static Electrical Measurements after Washing Steps for t-DNA Sensing.
For the static measurement, the chips have been through the
overnight hybridization and washed by two-step processes.
First, after hybridization, the chip was diluted by a large amount
of TE buffer solution followed by washing in the deionized
water. After fully drying the chips at room temperature, we
applied the deionized water and started the static measure-
ment after the chips were stabilized in the deionized solution
for 20 min. The device current was measured by sweeping the
voltage from �0.3 V to þ0.3 V. The sensitivity was determined
by the difference in the current before and after the t-DNA
hybridization.
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